United States

1. AB2, ‘Shield’ cut: 1¢ (Chicago, Permit No. 2). ..................................................$125 P
2. BA, cover and cut: 1¢ (two M1013 / P10), 2¢ (one M5 / P1). .......................$15 P
3. CA2-3a, 2¢ top cut with small townmark circle, M# 7663. ...............................$9
4. CB1, 2¢ cover, dated 1923, M# 1034 P# 1. ......................................................$8
5. CB1, 4¢ cover, M# 1104. ................................................................................$7
6. CB1, 4¢ cover, M# 1303. ................................................................................$7
7. CB5, ½¢ cover, M# 1513. ..............................................................................$6
8. CE1, 2¢ cover, M# 179. Nice example of this Whitlock type. .........................$9
9. CE1, two 2¢ fronts, M#s 159 and 179. ............................................................$12
10. DC10: 5¢ top strip. Listed as [RRR]. ..............................................................$20
11. DF3 with ADL 1c PD below frank and Reddy Kilowatt slogan. Listed as Rare .................................................$8
12. DH1: two 7¢ on tape ..................................................................................$10
13. HC8a: cover with bottom half intentionally removed. ..............................$5
14. PD-D-GA1, Postage Due tape. Chicago. Only meter with this type, meter number, 92745. .................................$10
15. PD-B-HA4A, Postage Due tape, San Francisco, meter number 169333. ...........$10
16. VMX-B1, Autopost, First Day Cover. Cancelled by post office. ..................$50 P
17. VMX-B1, Autopost, First Day Covers: First Class and Certified, with Receipt. Cancelled by PO $65 P
18. VMX-B1, Autopost, Unsevered pair, First Class ..........................................$65 P
19. NCR Flushing New York Post Office meter stamp cut .....................................$15
20. PO-HA4-1a: Vultee Field slogan tape, used in error at Post Office. ...............$9
21. 1957 permit cover .....................................................................................$5
22. 1928 permit card ......................................................................................$5
23. Type MD1. Created for the Rededication of Grand Central Station in New York. Used only on 1 and 2 October 1998 ..................$125 P

United States Essays, Specimens, and Proofs

24. SPE-A(CA)1, 1931 Pitney Bowes SPECIMEN cover, with “SAMPLE” across frank. ........................................$10
25. SPE-A(CA1): Pitney Bowes SPECIMEN cuts, with “SAMPLE” across frank. Lot of 2. .................................$10
26. SPE-A(DE2): Pitney Bowes slogan SPECIMEN cover, Green impression ..........$8
27. SPE-A(DE2): Pitney Bowes slogan SPECIMEN cover ....................................$8
28. SPE-A(DE2): Pitney Bowes slogan SPECIMEN cover, Jayhawk bird ..........$8
29. SPE-A(DE3): Pitney Bowes slogan SPECIMEN cover .................................$8
30. SPE-A(DE3): Pitney Bowes SPECIMEN tape ................................................$8
31. SPE-A(DE3): Pitney Bowes SPECIMEN cover, Purple impression .................$8
32. SPE-A(DF2): Pitney Bowes slogan SPECIMEN cover, Oil theme ..................$8
33. SPE-A(DF7): Pitney Bowes slogan SPECIMEN cover, Ohio State Univ. ........$8 P
34. SPE-A(FB8): Pitney Bowes slogan SPECIMEN tape, Flying Eagle ...............$8 P
35. SPE-A(GA1): Pitney Bowes slogan SPECIMEN tape ........................................$8 P
36. SPE-A(GA2): Pitney Bowes slogan SPECIMEN cover, Skinless Frankfurters ....$8
37. SPE-A(HB2): Pitney Bowes slogan SPECIMEN tapes, green, Christmas slogans..............................................$7
38. SPE-A(HB1)2 & 2: Pitney Bowes slogan SPECIMEN tapes, green, WWII patriotic slogans .........................................$6
39. Postalia meter stamp SPECIMEN cover. ‘Help Retarded Infants’ slogan. ........$6
40. Pitney Bowes meter stamp SPECIMEN cover .............................................$6
41. Pitney Bowes meter stamp SPECIMEN cover. Wells Fargo slogan .................$6
42. SPE-A(IB4): Pitney Bowes slogan SPECIMEN cover, blank TM ..................$10 P
43. IC1 PROOF cover and tape. M# 511400. ......................................................$12 P
44. ESY-B(IC)1. ESSAY cover. As Type IC1, but smaller meter# and larger value figures, M# 143273 .......................$10

Rest of World

45. RARE Kuwait Public Vending Automat meter stamp cover ..........................$70 P
46. Rare Italy Public Vending Automat meter stamp cover ..................................$125 P
47. 1968 Angola meter stamp cover. ..................................................................$10
48. 1968 Angola meter stamp cover. ..................................................................$10
49. Baltic States, Estonia (2 faint copies), Latvia (2 cuts), Lithuania (1 cut) .............$15
50. 1968 Burma meter stamp cover. ..................................................................$8
51. Canada meter stamp fronts, with inverted Permit numbers. Lot of 2. .......................................................... $10
52. 1926 Czechoslovakia meter stamp cover. ................................................................................................. $10
53. 1933 Czechoslovakia meter stamp slogan cover, bathroom and kitchen. ................................................... $12
54. 1934 Czechoslovakia meter stamp cover. ................................................................................................. $15
55. 1955 Congo meter stamp cover. Francotyp. ............................................................................................... $7
56. 1958 Congo meter stamp cover. Universal. ................................................................................................. $7
57. 1957 Congo meter stamp cover. Universal. ................................................................................................. $7
58. Denmark meter stamp slogan post card, Falcon. ......................................................................................... $6 P
59. 1948 German meter stamp cover, with NOTOPHER stamp. ................................................................... $8
60. 1958 German meter stamp Penny Black slogan cover. ............................................................................ $8
61. Ghana meter stamp slogan cover, Drink Cocoa. .......................................................................................... $10
62. Ghana meter stamp slogan cover, West African Cocoa. ............................................................................ $10 P
63. 1962 Greece meter stamp cover. ............................................................................................................... $7
64. Iran meter stamp cover, with surcharge adhesive. Registered Special Delivery. ........................................ $10 P
65. Katanga meter stamp cover. ....................................................................................................................... $7
66. Mayotte meter stamp tape. One of only 3 meter stamps types issued. Framed. .......................................... $10
67. 1940 Censored Netherlands meter stamp slogan cover, Ceylon slogan. ..................................................... $9 P
68. 1934 Soviet Union meter stamp cut. ........................................................................................................ $7
69. Tasmania Australia Registered meter stamp cover. .................................................................................. $10
70. 1948 Italy meter stamp slogan cover, Lion. ................................................................................................. $10
71. 1948 Italy meter stamp slogan cover, Bear. ................................................................................................. $10
72. 1932 United Kingdom cover with slogan. ................................................................................................. $7
73. 1943 Censored United Kingdom cover. ..................................................................................................... $7

Specimens, Essays, and Proofs
74. France meter stamp slogan PROOF, Concord airplane. ........................................................................ $15 P
75. National Postal Museum SPECIMEN ATM tape. Country unknown. ....................................................... $10 P
76. Brazil meter stamp ESSAY cover. Designed, but not approved for issue. ............................................... $15 P
77. British Guiana PROOF meter stamp cut. .................................................................................................... $4 P
78. Czechoslovakia PROOF slogan cover, Francotyp. .................................................................................... $10 P
79. Germany PROOF slogan cover, Lion. .......................................................................................................... $10 P
80. Germany ESSAY cover. Designed but not accepted. ................................................................................ $8 P
81. Germany ESSAY cover. Designed but not accepted. ................................................................................ $8 P
82. Great Britain meter stamp SPECIMEN tape, Ticket Issuing Machine (TIM) model. ............................... $20 P
83. Great Britain meter stamp ESSAY cover. Designed but not approved. .................................................. $15 P
84. Great Britain meter stamp slogan SPECIMEN cover, Neopost ................................................................. $8 P
85. Great Britain meter stamp slogan SPECIMEN cover, Pitney Bowes ....................................................... $8 P
86. Great Britain meter stamp slogan SPECIMEN cover, Pitney Bowes ....................................................... $8 P
87. Great Britain meter stamp slogan PROOF, Concord airplane. ................................................................. $8
88. Mexico slogan PROOF cut. ......................................................................................................................... $5
89. Panama ESSAY cover. Designed but not accepted. .................................................................................... $8
90. South Africa Pitney Bowes ESSAY covers. Lot of 2. Designed but not approved for issue. ....................... $15
91. Sudan meter stamp PROOF tape. .............................................................................................................. $5

Slogans
92. John Lennon PROOF cover. ....................................................................................................................... $25 PA
93. Sinclair Dino the Dinosaur meter stamp slogan cover. ................................................................................... $10

Literature Donation Lots (all proceeds go to the MSS) (Special thanks to Doug Kelsey, Ernie Angino, and Kathy Suszko)
94. Canada meter stamp catalog. 1975 edition, 68 pages, by Ross Irwin.......................................................... $5 PA
95. Canada meter stamp catalog. 1984 and 1986 addendum 96 pages, by Yvon Legris ........................................ $5 PA
97. Catalog of the meter stamps of Denmark, 152 pages. .................................................................................. $5 PA
98. Meter Stamps of the East African Postal Area (Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika, Zanzibar, Tanzania), by John Mann, 15 pages. ....................................................................................................................... $15 PA
99. German catalog of meter stamps, 1959, 90 pages. ....................................................................................... $5 PA
100. The Universal Multi-Value Meter Stamps of Great Britain 1932 – 1962, 30 pages, by A. A. Dewey ............... $15 PA
101. Meter Stamps of Great Britain and Ireland (EIRE), second edition, 63 pages, by John Mann. $15 PA
102. UK Meter Stamp Study Group Meter Stamp Bulletins. issues 44 thru 53 (1960 – 1961) are the small format. Issues 44 thru 108 (1960 – 1974) are the large format $200 PA
103. Baseball meter stamp slogan, Edition 1, Italy AICAM. $10
104. Baseball meter stamp slogan, Edition 2, Italy AICAM. $10
105. Aviation / airplane meter stamp slogan, Italy AICAM. $8
106. Poland catalog on meter stamps, 1959, 2 volumes, 565 pages. $5
107. Poland catalog on meter stamps, 1959, 97 pages. $5
108. Seal News, illustrating Christmas Seals meter stamps on cover, 1995, 23 pages. $4
109. Postage Meter Stamps of the World, articles from Stamps magazines, by Werner Simon. $4
110. Meter Postage Stamp Catalogue, 1935 edition, 71 pages, by Harris. $10
111. Meter Postage Stamp Catalogue, 1937 edition, 88 pages, by Harris. $10
112. PC Postage pane of 10 stamps, $0.70 value. Panes of this stamp have sold on eBay for upwards to $200. Neopost computer-vended postage stamps, “Neopostage”. Vended from the Kiosk in Baltimore. See MSS Bulletin #257 for more details. $100 P
113. PC Postage pane of 10 stamps, $0.80 value. Panes of this stamp have sold on eBay for upwards to $200. Neopost computer-vended postage stamps, “Neopostage”. Vended from the Kiosk in Baltimore. See MSS Bulletin #257 for more details. $100 P
114. Carton of US metered mail, much from the 1960s-70s but some much earlier and later. Mixed condition with some duplication but still nice variety. Mostly covers with some fronts, tapes, and pieces. Shipping weight approx. 10 lbs. (due to weight, US bidders only). $25
115. Carton of world metered mail. Mixed condition with some duplication but still nice variety. Mostly covers with some fronts, tapes, and pieces. Shipping weight approx. 10 lbs. (due to weight, US bidders only) $25
116. BA1: beautiful green impression of 1-cent stamp on cover, meter M.1013, P.10, mailed locally in NYC without date. $25
117. BA1: 2-cent cover, meter M.1018, P.21, mailed locally in NYC January 3, 1922. Cover has large tear not affecting the stamp. $15
118. BA1: cut-out with scarce 4-cent denomination, meter M.1006, P.6, dated March 2, 1922. $5
119. CB1: cut-out with rare 6-cent denomination (RRR) of Mail-O-Meter stamp, meter 1309 (unlisted meter number). $15
120. CB5: front of cover (not a full cover) with excellent impression of scarce Mail-O-Meter 1-1/2-cent stamp with "CENTS PAID" alone at bottom. Meter 1508. $10
121. SPE-A(DE3)1B: Matched set of nine covers with different denominations from .02 through .20. These covers come from a demonstration of the meter at the SPA convention in 1940. The covers have some toning along the bottom. $15
122. SPE-A(EA1): Scarce pre-production Specimen impression of first NCR stamp, dated OCT 20 1930. Identical to the issued stamp except without meter number. The tape is in excellent condition with full gum. $25
123. SPE-A(IA2): Pitney Bowes specimen cover handed out as souvenir at the New York World's Fair in 1940. With nice World's Fair Hall of Inventions slogan. $10
124. Accumulation of NCR loose tapes plus three 1935 covers. Most are U.S. but a couple from Japan and Canada are present. Dates are from 1932 to 1956 with nice variety of types. Some duplication. Condition variable. $10
125. NCR Specimen stamp with "National BUSINESS SHOW" at top. This is not a specimen of a postage stamp but of an NCR meat price ticket. $10
126. Three loose Japanese NCR stamps on piece from 1954. Three different town marks: TOKYO, TOKYO(B) and the scarce NADA. $5
127. Early Meter Stamp Society Bulletins: An accumulation of 44 MSS Bulletins from no. 8 (March 1949) to no. 73 (Nov-Dec 1960). Includes numbers 8-14, 15-19, 21-28, 30-41, 43-45, 50-53, 61-65, 67, 69-73. These are all originals in very good condition, no photocopies. $15

CABOOSE

127. Non-philatelic use of a change-of-address Postal Buddy card. $25 P

END OF SALE

Note: P Photo in Bulletin, PA Photo in the Web Appendix
New:

“CLASSIFICAÇÃO BÁSICA DAS FRANQUIAS MECÂNICAS BRASILEIRAS”

“BASIC CLASSIFICATION OF BRAZILIAN METER STAMPS”

By: Mario Xavier Jr.

The first classification of the Brazilian meter stamps since their beginning in 1925 to the present time.

The complete listing of the first imprints of each machine with color illustrations of all types and subtypes.

Bilingual edition, Portuguese and English, 180 pages, size A-4, spiral bound.
Price: US$ 50.00 + shipping costs

Contact: Rua Sergipe 424 ap 3-A
01243-000 São Paulo – SP - Brazil
E-mail: mxavierjr@uol.com.br